Brief minutes
European Fliesentage July 5 and 6, 2013 in Dresden
Participants: according to attached list

Enclosure 1

A) Assembly of Delegates of the EUF on July 5, 2013
1. EUF Rules
The attendees accept and adopt the reports by the treasurer and the cash auditor as
well as the budget 2013.
2. New election ‘Technical Commission’
Expressing our appreciation on the occasion of him exiting the Technical
Commission, Mr. Folco Tomasini, head of this commission for a long time, is
awarded the honorary medal of the EUF.
As of July 5, 2013 Messrs.
▪ Georges Nesser, chairman of the Luxembourg tile fixers association,
Fédération des Entreprises de Carrelages du Grand Duché de Luxembourg,
and
▪ Peter Goegeboeur, chairman of the Belgian association FECAMO,
Fédération Belge des Entreprises Carreleurs et Mosaistes,
jointly chair the Technical Commission.

3. 'Round Table of Ceramics' discussion on the occasion of the Cersaie/Bologna
This initiative jointly organised by the EUF and Confindustria takes place at the
Cersaie on September 25, 2013.
Subject for discussion:
'Which measures may the tile trade take to increase the market share for tiles
compared to other floor/wall coverings?'
Detailed information on this event will follow at the beginning of September.
4. New election of the EUF Board
In accordance with the articles of association, a new election of the EUF Board shall
take place every 3 years.
Below please find the results of the vote of the delegates on July 5, 2013:
President
Vice-president
Treasurer
Cash auditor
Board
“
“
Managing director

Jacques Vinet
Robert Howard
Marc F. Decker
Alois Fröstel
Georges Pardon
Gerald Reus
Hans-J. Aretz
Werner Altmayer

France
Great-Britain
Luxembourg
Austria
Belgium
Netherlands
Germany
Germany

5. Mr Aretz is awarded the EUF honorary medal for his merits.
He will pass on his position in the EUF Board to his successor who will be elected on
the occasion of the election for chairman of the Deutscher Fliesenfachverband
(German tile trade association).
B)

Presentations - European Fliesentage July 5, 2013
A programme with presentations/lectures of a variety of topics is offered to the
delegates of the 10 EUF national associations and the representatives of the EUF
sustaining members.
Attached please find the slides of the presentations in German language.
Even though interpretation during the event was arranged for three languages, the
presentations are not available in all of the three languages due to the large text
volume.
1. Bob Howard, TTA
'ISO regulations on fixing thin floor tiles'
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2. Günter Broeks, Schlüter Systems
'Innovative, informative - opportunities for the tile'
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3. Gerald Reus, Kejsper & Reus and Bovatin
Successful exhibition concept: www.tegelstudio3d.nl
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4. Stefan Tomaszewski, Henkel Europe
Tile adhesives with CO2 reduced emissions during production and
in EC1 quality
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5. Graziano Sezzi, Confindustria Ceramica
Figures and trends on the European tile market
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6. Visit to the 'Worldskills', Leipzig
The Fliesentage end with a joint visit to the "Worldskills" in Leipzig.
Attached please find the results of the tile competition.
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from left to right:
Hans Josef Aretz; Werner Altmayer; Jacques Vinet; Marc Decker ; Bob Howard; Gerald Reus

Saarbrücken, July 31, 2013
Werner Altmayer,
Managing director
CC:

EUF member associations and sustaining members

